SAY HELLO TO...

summer reading

The District 25 Middle Schools are thrilled to present students with Summer Reading 2019:
Reach for the Stars. We've carefully selected titles to give students an opportunity to read about
different perspectives and life experiences. Each of the characters has a story to tell and in doing
so they show a tremendous amount of strength, passion, perseverance, and hope.
THE REQUIREMENT IS THAT EACH STUDENT READ AT LEAST ONE BOOK.
THE GOAL IS THAT STUDENTS READ SEVERAL!
How many books do you think you can read when reading is a choice, not a chore?

BREAKOUT • KATE MESSNER
A prison breakout has a town turned upside down. Told in letters,
poems, text messages, news stories, and comics. This is a story
that will leave readers thinking about who's really welcome in the
places we call home.

NO FIXED ADDRESS • SUSIN NIELSEN
Felix's luck goes from bad to worse in this heartwarming story
that combines humor and hope. Felix's story sheds light on those
who slip through the cracks in society and how the power of
friendship and kindness can provide much-needed assistance.

IT WASN'T ME • DANA ALISON LEVY
Six Stories. One truth.THE BREAKFAST CLUB meets middle
school with a twist in this hilarious and heartwarming story
about six very different students who are forced to band
together after a vandalism incident.

AMAL UNBOUND • AISHA SAEED
Amal's story is one of courage. Her dreams of an education
dissolve when she is forced into indentured servitude. Told in
her voice, her passion for learning and love for her family
gives her strength when she needs it most.

* MILES MORALES • JASON REYNOLDS

SPEECHLESS • ADAM P. SCHMITT

A tale of identity that takes Miles on a journey as he uncovers a
chilling plot, one that puts his friends, his neighborhood, and
himself at risk.

A heartfelt, humorous and candid look at grief,
family secrets, difficult people, and learning to
listen.

NOWHERE BOY • KATHERINE MARSH
As a Syrian refugee, Ahmed has lost everything; including hope. In
this heartwarming, hopeful and courageous story, Ahmed is
reminded of the power and goodness of friendship.

* NOT IF I SAVE YOUR FIRST • ALLY CARTER
The secret service meets a new challenge in this high stakes
kidnapping in rugged Alaska. Russian kidnappers and the son of
the acting US president make for a page-turning story of survival.

DRUMS, GIRLS AND DANGEROUS PIE •
JORDAN SONNENBLICK

THE RUNNING DREAM •
WENDELIN VAN DRAANEN

A brave and beautiful story that will make readers laugh,
and break their hearts at the same time. A tale of strength,
courage and the power of community.

Faced with the heartbreaking reality that she will never run
again, Jessica is forced to find the strength needed to move
forward - and learns to dream bigger than ever before.

* TRELL • DICK LEHR
Life in prison for a murder he didn't commit. A gritty novel
inspired by the true story of a young man's false imprisonment
for murder — and those who fought to free him.

LEGEND • MARIE LU
From very different worlds, June & Day have no reason to cross
paths. But in a shocking turn of events, the two uncover the truth of
what has really brought them together, and the sinister lengths their
country will go to keep its secrets. Full of action and suspense.

* Please note.... titles contain matures themes, content and or language. Parents are encouraged to consult Common Sense Media.

ALWAYS REMEMBER YOU HAVE WITHIN YOU STRENGTH, THE PATIENCE,
THE PASSION TO REACH FOR THE STARS TO CHANGE THE WORLD.
-HARRIET TUBMAN

